ABSTP\CT
•■ A system must operate for t units of time. A certain component is essential for its operation and must be replaced, when it fails, with a new component. The class of spare components is grouped into n categories with components of the ith category costing a positive amount C. and functioning for an exponential length of time with rate X . The main problem of interest is, for a given t , to assign the initial component and subsequent replacements from among the n categories of spare components so as to minimize the expected cost of providing an operative component for t units of time.
In Section 1 we show that when there are an infinite number of spares of each category, the optimal policy has a simple structure. Namely, the time axis can be divided up into n intervals, some of which may be vacuous, such that when a replacement lecision has to be made it is optimal to select a spare from the category having the ith largest value of AC whenever the remaining time falls into the ith closest interval to the origin. In Section 2 we consider the situation where n = 2 and there is only a single spare of one category and an infinite number of the other. In Section 3 we consider the case where there is only a finite number of spares for certain of the categories under the assumption that a rebate is allowed for the component in use at the end of the problem. In Section 4 we allude to a generalization of the model in Section 1 allowing for discounting or for the possibility that the system may randomly terminate before the t units of time expire. An optimal policy has the same simple structure as in Section 1.
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--' ■--^- Then by selecting this same category at time t + e we see, from the lack of memory of the exponential, and the monotonicity of V that
V(t) < V(t + e) < e" Xie V(t) + (1 -e" XiE ) (^ + V(t + e)) .
Hence, the result is given. Q.E.D. pwypw-f'N. i i m .iiiimn,n|ijinji ||niui mi^wnpw i i . iijjim^p •3- Let C. = min{C 1 C } . For some value t 1 > 0, category i. is used whenever 0 < t £ t. . To find t-, for every value of it i > i,, determine x., the smallest value of x, x j> 0 satisfying The first expression on the right is non-negative (positive) by assumption. r -Xx The second expression is positive (non-negative) since j f(x) X e dx 0 is Increasing in X for every non-constant non-increasing function f ; V(t -x) is such a function in x, as seen by letting V(t -x) = 0 for x > t .
Thus V (t) -V (t) > 0 . Since the use of category j can always be im-
proved upon by using category 1 its use can never be optimal. Q.E.D.
Remark; It is also intuitive that if, for some 1 and J, X C < X C. and C. < C., then category J will never be used. However, while this is evident from the formula for t, in the case of n = 2 > and Implies It is true for n = 3, we have not been able to prove it in general. 
